BESPOKE SURFACES
« ESPALIER SLATE TILES «
Daniel Heath Studio Surface Specification and Price Guide

BESPOKE SURFACES
« ESPALIER SLATE TILES «
Reclaimed Welsh Roof Slates are re-purposed for interior wall
adornment. Shingled in formation, the slates are engraved with
Daniel’s ‘Espalier’ hand drawn design collection, inspired by a
traditional system of growing fruit trees horizontally. Celebrating
the beauty in imperfections of weathering and time, this authentic
surface comes with it’s own unique patina
Material: Reclaimed Welsh Roof Slate
Provenance: Sourced in the British Isles, made in East London, hand
and machine crafted

DANIEL HEATH STUDIO | Espalier SLATE TILES

SURFACE ORIENTATION & BESPOKE OPTIONS
Available in shingled or flat surface formations (in rows or sqm groups)
Choose from End, Central and Connecting Branch, Jay and Apple Branch,
Swooping Jay, Kingfisher and Elderflower designs. Tiles are flexible in orientation.
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Example shingle wall formation
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FAQ'S
Espalier Slate Tiles come with a unique patina that is time-worn, with each piece featuring a signature formation of imperfections. We etch into the surface
with an illustrative pattern, giving the tiles an extended life. All our slate is sealed with a finish to preserve them in their current state, texture and all. The
material and process reflect an approach to a healthier circular economy of manufacturing in design; an alternative system in which products and materials
are kept in a high-value state of use for as long as possible. As a result, the surface has high sustainability credentials.
What are Espalier Slate Tiles made from?
The tiles are made from responsibly sourced Welsh Slate Roof Tiles, from building sites and regeneration projects in Britain. We aim to extend the life of
a material that would normal end up in landfill. Welsh Roof Slate is one of the strongest most durable roofing materials; it withstands rain, storms, and
sunshine, which gives the material a colour and patina that is truly unique.
Where can I apply Espalier Slate Tiles?
To all wall areas, including kitchen and bathroom splashbacks, feature wall areas, bar surrounds or as decorative trims around feature areas such as fireplaces.
Espalier Slate Tiles are not recommended for flooring applications at this time.
Are Espalier Slate Tiles water repellent and can they be cleaned?
Espalier Slate Tiles tiles are already treated with a water repellent finish, that does not impact the overall aesthetic of the tiles. To clean the slate, simply use
hot soapy water and household furniture polish. We do not recommend using products that contain harsh solvents to clean this surface.
How do I install Espalier Slate Tiles?
We suggest that the tiles are installed using a silicone adhesive. This will secure the tiles with an instant grip. Please consult the studio for further
information.
What are the measurements Espalier Slate Tiles?
Approx. H 450mm by W 250mm by D 8-4mm per tile . Please note due to the nature of the material, this can vary.
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FAQ'S
How many Espalier Slate Tiles do I need?
We ask for you to get in touch with us once you know the dimensions of the wall space. Normally 10 tiles fills a square meter. Or 4 fills a linear meter. As the
surface is custom-made we often work with clients to specify the right amount, designing unique tile formations for them.
Can Espalier Slate Tiles be cut?
Yes, each tile is cut and etched to order and meaning in some way every tile is unique. They can be cut just the same as normal slate tiles with a tile cutting
tool. We recommend that we pre-cut the tiles for installation around intricate fixtures and fittings and factor that into our quotes.
Do you suggest over-ordering?
With this surface, there is no need to over-order as we supply it custom-made.
Do you ship worldwide?
We can ship globally and have trusted couriers who we regularly use. We can, however, work with your own choice of courier if preferred. Please note
shipping costs will vary depending on quantity and destination.
Can I request a sample of the Espalier Slate Tiles?
We offer samples of the tiles on a 4 week loan basis. We ask that the samples are then kindly returned to our London based studio. If you need a sample on a
permanent basis please contact us.
What is the weight of the Espalier Slate Tiles?
An individual Espalier Slate Tile weighs approx 0.43kg
What is the lead-time for an Espalier Slate Tile order?
We ask for an approximate lead-time of 4 weeks from initial payment.
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SURFACE PRICE GUIDE
Espalier SLATE TILES

FINISH matt with natural water repellent coating
GUIDE PRICE (per sqm) from £450 (10 tiles)
GUIDE PRICE (per tile) from £75 (1 tile)
TILE SIZE (mm) H 450mm by W250mm by D 4-8 mm per tile
We also offer a Trade discount, please get in touch for further details.
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« DANIEL HEATH STUDIO «
Daniel Heath is a British award winning independent wallpaper,
textile and surface designer renowned for his illustrative and engaging
designs. The studio applies Daniel’s craft ideologies through the use
of contemporary processes in combination with heritage materials to
create bespoke interior surfaces. The studio has built up a reputation for
beautifying salvaged and responsibly sourced materials such as Welsh
Roof Slate, Victorian Oak, and Iroko Hardwood to create uniquely
tailor-made surfaces, which are applied to interior wall panels and
furniture for high-end residential and contract applications.
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